According to psychological scientists, humans understand models that most match their own internal models, which they characterize as lists of łheuristicžs (i.e. lists of very succinct rules). One such heuristic rule generator is the Fast-and-Frugal Trees (FFT) preferred by psychological scientists. Despite their successful use in many applied domains, FFTs have not been applied in software analytics. Accordingly, this paper assesses FFTs for software analytics.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining tools have been applied to many applications in Software Engineering (SE). For example, it has been used to estimate how long it would take to integrate new code into an existing project [15] , where defects are most likely to occur [46, 55] , or how long will it take to develop a project [33, 66] , etc. Large organizations like Microsoft routinely practice data-driven policy development where organizational policies are learned from an extensive analysis of large datasets [6, 65] .
Despite these successes, there exists some drawbacks with current software analytic tools. At a recent workshop on łActionable Analyticsž at ASE'15, business users were very vocal in their complaints about analytics [27] , saying that there are rarely produce models that business users can understand or operationalize. Accordingly, this paper explores methods for generating actionable analytics.
There are many ways to deine łactionablež but at the very least, we say that something is actionable if people can read and use the models it generates. Hence, for this paper, we assume:
We show here that many algorithms used in software analytics generate models that are not actionable. Further, a data mining algorithm taken from psychological science [9, 14, 22ś24, 42, 43, 54] , called Fast-and-Frugal trees (FFTs 1 ), are actionable.
Note that demanding that analytics be actionable also imposes signiicant restrictions on the kinds of models that can be generated and the data used to build the models. For example, an FFT learner generates a very small binary decision tree (ive lines long, or less). Can such simple models (that only reference a handful of variables) capture all the complexities of nuances of software engineering? To address this concern, the research questions of this paper test if these restrictions damage our ability to build useful models.
RQ1: Do FFTs models perform worse than the current stateof-the-art? We will ind that: from less data; i.e., if we demand our models avoid using attributes that are rarely changed by developers. We show that:
When learning from less data, FFTs performance is stabler than some other learners.
When data is restricted to attributes that developers often change, then FFTs performance is only slightly changed while the performance of some other learners, can vary by alarmingly large amounts.
The observed superior performance of FFT raises the question:
RQ3: Why do FFTs work so well? Our answer to this question will be somewhat technical but, in summary we will say:
FFTs match the structure of SE data SE data divides into a few regions with very diferent properties and FFTs are good way to explore such data spaces.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are:
• A novel inter-disciplinary contribution of the application of psychological science to software analytics. • A cautionary tale that, for software analytics, more complex learners can perform worse. • A warning that many current results in software analytics make the, possibly unwarranted, assumption that merely because an attribute is observable, that we should use those attributes in a model. • Three tests for łactionable analyticsž: (a) Does a data mining produce succinct models? (b) Do those succinct models perform as well, or better, than more complex methods? (c) If the data mining algorithm is restricted to just the few attributes that developers actually change, does the resulting model perform satisfactorily? • A demonstration that the restraints demanding by actionable analytics (very simple models, access to less data) need not result in models with poor performance. • A new, very simple baseline data mining method (FFTs) against which more complex methods can be compared. • A reproduction package containing all the data and algorithms of this paper, see https://github.com/ai-se/FFT_Jack. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concepts of łoperationalž and łcomprehensiblež as the preliminaries. Our data, experimentation settings and evaluation measures will be described in Section 3. In Section 4, we show our results and answer to research questions. Threats and validity of our work is given in Section 5. In Section 6, we conclude this paper with the following: • There is much the software analytics community could learn from psychological science. • Proponents of complex methods should always baseline those methods against simpler alternatives. Finally, we discuss future work.
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 Operational
This paper assumes that for a data mining algorithm to be operational, it must generate efective models even if restricted to using Table 1 . To create this plot, we studied the 26 versions of the ten datasets in Table 3 . First we initialize total = 0, then for all pairs of versions i, i + 1 from the same data set, we (a) incremented total by one; (b) collected the distributions of metric m seen in version i and i + 1 of the software; (c) checked if those two distributions were different; and if so, (d) added one to changed m . Afterwards, the y-axis of this plot was computed using 100 * changed m /total. just those attributes which, in practice, developers actually change. We have two reasons for making that assumption.
Firstly, this deinition of operational can make a model much more acceptable to developers. If a model says that, say, x > 0.6 leads to defective code then developers will ask for guidance on how to reduce łxž (in order to reduce the chances of defects). If we deine łoperationalž as per this article, then it is very simple matter to ofer that developer numerous examples, from their own project's historical log, of how łxž was changed.
Secondly, as shown in Figure 1 there exist attributes that are usually not changed from one version to the next. Figure 1 is important since, as shown in our RQ2 results, when we restrict model construction to just the 25% most frequently changed attributes, this can dramatically change the behavior of some data mining algorithms (but not FFTs).
Technical aside: in Figure 1 , we deined łchangedž using the A12 test [67] which declares two distributions diferent if they difer by more than a small efect. A recent ICSE'11 article [5] endorsed the use of A12 due to its non-parametric nature, it avoids any possibly incorrect Gaussian assumptions about the data.
Comprehensible
Why Demand Comprehensibility? This paper assumes that better data mining algorithms are better at explaining their models to humans. But is that always the case? Table 1 : The C-K OO metrics studied in Figure 1 . Note that the last line. 'defect', denotes the dependent variable.
Metric
Name Description  amc  average method complexity  Number of JAVA byte codes  avg_cc  average McCabe  Average McCabe's cyclomatic complexity seen in class  ca  aferent couplings  How many other classes use the speciic class.  cam cohesion amongst classes Summation of number of diferent types of method parameters in every method divided by a multiplication of number of diferent method parameter types in whole class and number of methods. cbm coupling between methods Total number of new/redeined methods to which all the inherited methods are coupled cbo coupling between objects Increased when the methods of one class access services of another. ce eferent couplings How many other classes is used by the speciic class. dam data access Ratio of private (protected) attributes to total attributes dit depth of inheritance tree It's deined as the maximum length from the node to the root of the tree ic inheritance coupling Number of parent classes to which a given class is coupled (includes counts of methods and variables inherited) lcom lack of cohesion in methods Number of pairs of methods that do not share a reference to an instance variable. locm3
another lack of cohesion measure If m, a are the number of met hods, at t r ibut es in a class number and µ (a) is the number of methods accessing an attribute, then lcom3 = (( 1 a a j µ (a j )) − m)/(1 − m). weighted methods per class A class with more member functions than its peers is considered to be more complex and therefore more error prone defect defect Boolean: defects where found in the post-release bug-tracking systems.
The obvious counter-argument is that if no human ever needs to understand our audited model, then it does not need to be comprehensible. For example, a neural net could control the carburetor of an internal combustion engine since that carburetor will never dispute the model or ask for clariication of any of its reasoning.
On the other hand, if a model is to be used to persuade software engineers to change what they are doing, it needs to be comprehensible so humans can debate the merits of its conclusions. Several researchers demand that software analytics models needs to be expressed in a simple way that is easy for software practitioners to interpret [16, 39, 45] . According to Kim et al. [32] , software analytics aim to obtain actionable insights from software artifacts that help practitioners accomplish tasks related to software development, systems, and users. Other researchers [64] argue that for software vendors, managers, developers and users, such comprehensible insights are the core deliverable of software analytics. Sawyer et al. comments that actionable insight is the key driver for businesses to invest in data analytics initiatives [62] . Accordingly, much research focuses on the generation of simple models, or make blackbox models more explainable, so that human engineers can understand and appropriately trust the decisions made by software analytics models [1, 19] .
If a model is not comprehensible, there are some explanation algorithms that might mitigate that problem. For example:
• In secondary learning, the examples given to a neural network are used to train a rule-based learner and those learners could be said to łexplainž the neural net [13] . • In contrast set learning for instance-based reasoning, data is clustered and users are shown the diference between a few exemplars selected from each cluster [35] . Such explanation facilities are post-processors to the original learning method. An alternative simpler approach would be to use learners that generate comprehensible models in the irst place.
The next section of this paper discusses one such alternate approach for creating simple comprehensible models.
Theories of Expert Comprehension. Psychological science argues that models comprising small rules are more comprehensible. This section outlines that argument.
Larkin et al. [36] characterize human expertise in terms of very small short term memory, or STM (used as a temporary scratch pad for current observation) and a very large long term memory, or LTM. The LTM holds separate tiny rule fragments that explore the contents of STM to say łwhen you see THIS, do THATž. When an LTM rule triggers, its consequence can rewrite STM contents which, in turn, can trigger other rules.
Short term memory is very small, perhaps even as small as four to seven items [12, 52] 2 . Experts are experts, says Larkin et al. [36] because the patterns in their LTM patterns dictate what to do, without needing to pause for relection. Novices perform worse than experts, says Larkin et al., when they ill up their STM with too many to-do's where they plan to pause and relect on what to do next. Since, experts post far fewer to-do's in their STMs, they complete their tasks faster because (a) they are less encumbered by excessive relection and (b) there is more space in their STM to reason about new information. While irst proposed in 1981, this STM/LTM theory still remains relevant [40] . This theory can be used to explain both expert competency and incompetency in software engineering tasks such as understanding code [69] .
Phillips et al. [57] discuss how models containing tiny rule fragments can be quickly comprehended by doctors in emergency rooms making rapid decisions; or by soldiers on guard making snap decisions about whether to ire or not on a potential enemy; or by stockbrokers making instant decisions about buying or selling stock. That is, according to this psychological science theory [9, 14, 22ś 24, 42, 43, 54, 57] , humans best understand a model:
• When they can łitž it into their LTM; i.e., when that model comprises many small rule fragments; • Further, to have an expert-level comprehension of some domain meaning having rules that can very quickly lead to decisions, without clogging up memory. Psychological scientists have developed FFTs as one way to generate comprehensible models consisting of separate tiny rules [22, 42, 57] . A FFT is a decision tree with exactly two branches extending from each node, where either one or both branches is an exit branch leading to a leaf [42] . That is to say, in an FFT, every question posed by a node will trigger an immediate decision (so humans can read every leaf node as a separate rule).
For example, Table 2 (at left) is an FFT generated from the log4j JAVA system of Table 3 . The goal of this tree is to classify a software module as łdefective=truež or łdefective=falsež. The four nodes in this FFT reference four static code attributes cbo, rfc, dam, amc (these metrics are deined in Table 1 ).
FFTs are a binary classiication algorithm. To apply such classiiers to mulit-classes problems: (a) build one FFTs for each class for classX or not classX; (b) run all FFTs on the test example, then (c) then select conclusion with most support (number of rows).
An FFT of depth d has a choice of two łexit policiesž at each level: the existing branch can select for the negation of the target (denoted ł0ž) or the target (denoted ł1ž). The left-hand-side log4j tree in Table 2 is hence an 01110 tree since:
• The irst level exits to the negation of the target: hence, ł0ž.
• While the next tree levels exit irst to target; hence, ł111ž.
• And the inal line of the model exits to the opposite of the penultimate line; hence, the inal ł0ž. To build one FFT tree, select a maximum depth d, then follow the steps described in Table 4 . Note that for trees of depth d = 4, there are 2 4 = 16 possible trees which we denoted 00001, 00010, 00101,... , 11110. Here, the irst four digits denote the 16 exit policies and the last digit denotes the last line of the model (which makes the opposite conclusion to the line above). For example: • A ł00001ž tree does it all it can to avoid the target class. Only after clearing away all the non-defective examples it can at levels one, two, three, four does it make a inal łtruež conclusion. Table 2 (right) shows the log4j 00001 tree. Note that all the exits, except the last, are to łfalsež. • As to ł11110ž trees, these ixate on inding the target. Table 2 (center) shows the log4j 11110 tree. Note that all the exits, except the last, are to łtruež. During FFT training, we generate all 2 d trees then, using the predicate score, select the best one (using the training data). This single best tree is then applied to the test data.
Following the advice of [57] , for all the experiments of this paper, we use a depth d = 4. Note that FFTs of such small depths are very succinct (see above examples). Many other data mining algorithms used in software analytics are far less succinct and far less comprehensible (see Table 5 ).
The value of models such as FFTs comprising many small rules has been extensively studied:
• These models use very few attributes from the data. Hence they tend to be robust against overitting, especially on small and noisy data, and have been found to predict data at levels comparable with regression. See for example [14, 42, 71 ]. • Other work has shown that these rule-based models can perform comparably well to more complex models in a range of domains e.g., public health, medical risk management, performance science, etc. [28, 37, 59] . • Neth and Gigerenzer argue that such rule-bases are tools that work well under conditions of uncertainty [54] . • Brighton showed that rule-based models can perform better than complex nonlinear algorithms such as neural networks, exemplar models, and classiication/regression trees [9] . (1) First discretize all attributes; e.g., split numerics on median value.
(2) For each discretized range, ind what rows it selects in the training data. Using those rows, score each range using some user-supplied score function e.g., recall, false alarm, or the P opt deined in ğ3.4.
(3) Divide the data on the best range. (4) If the exit policy at this level is (0,1), then exit to (false,true) using the range that scores highest assuming that the target class is (false,true), respectively. (5) If the current level is at d, add one last exit node predicting the opposite to step 4. Then terminate. (6) Else, take the data selected by the non-exit range and go to step1 to build the next level of the tree. For very high dimensional data, there is some evidence that complex deep learning algorithms have advantages for software engineering applications [25, 68, 72] . However, since they do not readily support explainability, they have been criticizing as łdata mining alchemyž [63] . Support vector machines and principle component methods achieve their results after synthesizing new dimensions which are totally unfamiliar to human users [50] .
Other methods that are heavily based on mathematics can be hard to explain to most users. For example, in our experience, it is hard for (e.g.,) users to determine minimal changes to a project that mostly afect defect-proneness, just by browsing the internal frequency tables of a Naive Bayes classiier or the coeicients found via linear regression/logistic regression [50] .
When decision tree learners are many pages long, they are hard to browse and understand [18] . Random forests are even harder to understand than decision trees since the problems of reading one tree are multiplied N times, one for each member of the forest [38] .
Instance-based methods do not compress their training data; instead they produce conclusions by inding older exemplars closest to the new example. Hence, for such instance-based methods, it is hard to generalize and make a conclusion about what kind of future projects might be (e.g.,) most defective-prone [4] .
METHODS
The use of models comprising many small rules has not been explored in the software analytics literature. This section describes the methods used by this paper to assess FFTs.
Data

Defect Data:
To assess the FFTs, we perform our experiments using the publicly available SEACRAFT data [30] , gathered by Jureczko et al. for object-oriented JAVA systems [30] . The łJureczkož data records the number of known defects for each class using a post-release defect tracking system. The classes are described in terms of nearly two dozen metrics such as number of children (noc), lines of code (loc), etc (see Table 1 ). For details on the Jureczko data, see Table 3 . The nature of collected data and its relevance to defect prediction is discussed in greater detail by Madeyski & Jureczko [41] .
We selected these data sets since they have at least three consecutive releases (where release i + 1 was built after release i). This is important for our experimental rig (see section 3.2).
Issue Lifetime Data:
This paper will conclude that FFTs are remarkable efective. To check the external validity of that conclusion, we will apply FFT to another SE domain [60, 61] . Our Github issue lifetime data 3 consists of 8 projects used to study issue lifetimes. In raw form, the data consisted of sets of JSON iles for each repository, each ile contained one type of data regarding the software repository (issues, commits, code contributors, changes to 3 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.197111 speciic iles as shown in Table 6 ). In order to extract data speciic to issue lifetime, we did similar preprocessing and feature extraction on the raw datasets as suggested by [61] .
Experimental Rig
For the defect prediction data, we use versions i, j, k of the software systems in Table 3 (where j = 1 + 1 and i + 2. Using versions i, j, we track what attributes change by from version i to j (using the calculation shown in Figure 1 ). Then we build a model using all the attributes from version j or just the top 25% most changed attributes. Note that this implements our deinition of łoperationalž, as discussed in our introduction.
After building a model, we use the latest version k for testing while the older versions for training. In this way, we can assert that all our predictions are using past date to predict the future.
For the issue lifetime data, we do not have access to multiple versions of the data. Hence, for this data we cannot perform the operational test. Hence, for that data we conduct a 5*10 crossvalidation experiment that ensures that the train and test sets are diferent. For that cross-val, we divide the data into ten bins, then for each bin b i we train on data − b i then test on bin b i . To control for order efects (where the conclusions are altered by the order of the input examples) [2] , this process is repeated ive times, using diferent random orderings of the data.
Data Mining Algorithms
The results shown below compare FFTs to state of the art algorithms from software analytics. For a list of state-of-algorithms, we used the ICSE'15 paper from Ghotra et al. [21] which compared 32 classiiers for defect prediction. Their statistical analysis showed that the performance of these classiiers clustered into four groups shown in Table 7 . For our work, we selected one classiier at random from each of their clusters: i.e., Simple Logistic (SL), Naive Bayes (NB), Expectation Maximization (EM), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO).
Simple Logistic and Naive Bayes falls into the 1st and 2nd rankings layers. They are both statistical techniques that are based on a probability based model [34] . These techniques are used to ind patterns in datasets and build diverse predictive models [7] . Simple Logistic is a generalized linear regression model that uses a logit function. Naive Bayes is a probability-based technique that assumes that all of the predictors are independent of each other.
Clustering techniques like EM divide the training data into small groups such that the similarity within groups is more than across the groups [26] . EM is a clustering technique based on cluster performance Expectation Maximization [17] (EM) technique, which automatically splits a dataset into an (approximately) optimal number of clusters [8] .
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) use a hyperplane to separate two classes (i.e., defective or not). In this paper, following the results of Ghotra et al., we use the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) SVM technique. SMO analytically solves the large Quadratic Programming (QP) optimization problem which occurs in SVM training by dividing the problem into a series of possible QP problems [75] .
Evaluation Measures
Our rig assess learned models using an evaluation function called score. For FFTs, this function is called three times:
• Once to rank discretized ranges; • Then once again to select the best FFT out of the 2 d trees generated during training. • Then inally, score is used to score what happens when that best FFT is applied to the test data. For all the other learners, score is applied on the test data. For this work, we use the two score measures: dis2heaven and P opt .
Ideally, a perfect learner will have perfect recall (100%) with no false alarms.
We combine these two into a łdistance to heavenž measure called dis2heaven that reports how far a learner falls away from the ideal point of Recall=1 and FAR=0:
As to P opt , Ostrand et al. [56] report that their quality predictors can ind 20% of the iles containing 80% of all defects in the project. Although there is nothing magical about the number 20%, it has [73] .
been used as a cutof value to set the eforts required for the defect inspection when evaluating the defect learners [31, 44, 53, 73] . That is, P opt reports how many defects have been found after (a) the code is sorted by the learner from łmost likely to be buggyž to łleast likelyž; then (b) humans inspect 20% of the code (measured in lines of code), where that code has , how many defects can be detected by the learner. This measure is widely used in defect prediction literature [31, 48, 49, 53, 73, 76] . P opt is deined as 1 − ∆ opt , where ∆ opt is the area between the efort cumulative lift charts of the optimal model and the prediction model (as shown in Figure2). In this chart, the x-axis is the percentage of required efort to inspect the code and the y-axis is the percentage of defects found in the selected code. In the optimal model, all the changes are sorted by the actual defect density in descending order, while for the predicted model, all the changes are sorted by the actual predicted value in descending order. According to Kamei et al. and Xu et al. [31, 53, 73 ] P opt can be normalized as follows:
where S (optimal), S (m) and S (worst) represent the area of curve under the optimal model, predicted model, and worst model, respectively. This worst model is built by sorting all the changes according to the actual defect density in ascending order. Note that for our two score functions: • For dis2heaven, the lower values are better. • For P opt , the higher values are better.
RESULTS
RQ1: Do FFTs models perform worse than
the current state-of-the-art? Figure 3 compares the performance of FFT versus learners taken from Ghotra et al. In this igure, datasets are sorted left right based on the FFT performance scores. With very few exceptions: Figure 3 : On the left, in the dis2Heaven results, less is beter. On the right, in the P opt results, more is beter. On both sides, the FFTs results are better than those from state-of-the-art defect prediction algorithms (as deined by Ghotra et al. [21] ).
• FFT's dis2heaven's results lower, hence better, than the other learners. • FFT's P opt results are much higher, hence better, than the other learners. Therefore our answer to RQ1 is:
For defect prediction, FFTs out-perform the state-of-art.
When compared to state-of-the-art defect prediction algorithms surveyed by Ghotra et al., FFTs are more efective (where łefectivež is measured in terms of a recall/false alarm metric or P opt ).
RQ2
: Are FFTs more operational than the current state-of-the-art?
Please recollect from before that a model is operational if its performance is not afected after avoiding attributes that are rarely changed by developers. Figure 4 compares model performance when we learn from all 100% attributes or just the 25% most changed attributes. For this study, these 25% group (of most changed attributes) was computed separately for each data set. Note that:
• The top row of Figure 4 shows the dis2heaven results;
• The bottom row of Figure 4 shows the P opt results. Figure 5 reports the deltas in performance scores seen between using 25% and 100% of the data. These deltas are computed such that larger values are better; i.e., for (dist2heaven, P opt ) we report (25%-100%, 100%-25%) since (fewer, more) values are better (respectively).
There are several key features for these results: • The FFT's red dots for dis2heaven are below the rest; also, FFT's orange dots for P opt are above the rest. This means that, regardless of whether we use all attributes or just the most changed attributes, the FFT results are nearly always better than the other methods. • As seen in Figure 5 , the deltas between using all data and just some of the data is smallest for FFTs and EM (the instance-based clustering algorithm). In P opt , those deltas are very small indeed (the FFT and EM results lie right on the y-axis for most of that plot).
• Also, see in Figure 5 , the deltas on the other learners can be highly variable. While for the most part, using just the 25% most changed attributes improves performance, SMO , SL and NB all have large negative results for at least some of the data sets. In summary, the learners studied here fall into three groups:
(1) Those that exhibited a wide performance variance after restricting the learning to just the frequently changed data (SL, NB, SMO), and those that are not (FFT, EM); (2) Those with best performance across the two performance measures studied here (FFT), and the rest (SL, NB, EM, SMO); (3) Those that generate tiny models (FFT), and the rest (SL, NB, EM, SMO).
Accordingly, FFT is the recommended learner since it both performs well and is unafected by issues such as whether or not the data is restricted to just the most operational attributes. In summary:
RQ3: Why do FFTs work so well?
To explain the success of FFTs, recall that during training, FFTs explores 2 d models, then selects the models whose exit policies achieves best performances (exit policies were introduced in Section 2.2). The exit policies selected by FFTs are like a trace of the reasoning jumping around the data. For example, a 11110 policy shows a model always jumping towards sections of the data containing most defects. Also, a 00001 policy show another model trying to jump away from defects until, in its last step, it does one inal jump towards defects. Table 8 shows what exit policies were seen in the experiments of the last section:
• The 11110 policy was used sometimes.
• A more common policy is 10001 which shows a tree irst jumping to some low hanging fruit (see the irst ł1ž), then jumping away Figure 4 . Calculated such that larger values are beter; i.e., for (dist2heaven, P opt ) we report (25%-100%, 100%-25%) since (less, more) values are better (respectively). All values for each learner are sorted independently. 0  10001  14  6  0  7  1  10010  8  4  2  2  0  10101  3  0  1  1  1  10110  5  0  3  0  2  11001  0  0  0  0  0  11010  3  0  1  0  2  11101  2  0  0  0  2  11110  4  0  3  0  1  Totals  40  10  10  10  10 from defects three times (see the next ł000ž) before a inal jump into defects (see the last ł1ž). • That said, while 10001 was most common, many other exit policies appear in Table 8 . For example, the P opt policies are particularly diverse. Table 8 suggests that software data is łlumpyž; i.e., it divides into a few separate regions, each with diferent properties. Further, the number and importance of the łlumpsž is speciic to the data set and the goal criteria. In such a łlumpyž space, a learning policy like FFT works well since its exit policies let a learner discover how to best jump between the łlumpsž. Other learners fail in this coarse-grained lumpy space when they:
• Divide the data too much; e.g. like RandomForests, which inely divide the data multiple times down the branches of the trees and across multiple trees; • Fit some general model across all the diferent parts of the data; e.g. like simple logistic regression. In summary, in answer to the question łwhy do FFTs work so wellž, we reply:
THREATS TO VALIDITY 5.1 Sampling Bias
This paper shares the same sampling bias problem as every other data mining paper. Sampling bias threatens any classiication experiment; what matters in one case may or may not hold in another case. For example, even though we use 10 open-source datasets in this study which come from several sources, they were all supplied by individuals.
As researchers, we can adopt two tactics to reduce the sampling bias problem. First we can document our tools and methods, then post an executable reproduction package for all the experiments (that package for this paper is available at https://github.com/ai-se/ FFT_Jack.
Secondly, when new data becomes available, we can test our methods on the new data. For example, Table 9 shows results were FFTs and four diferent state-of-the-art learners, i.e. Decision Tree, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, K-Nearest Neighbors, were applied to the task of predicting issue close time (the other four learners were used since that was the technology recommended in a recent study in that domain [60, 61] ). Unlike the defect prediction data, we did not have multiple versions of the code so, for this domain, we used a 5*10-way cross-validation analysis. White cells show where the FFT results were statistically diferent and better than all of the state-of-the-art learners' results. Note that, in most cases (43/56 = 77%), FFTs performed better.
While this result does not prove that FFTs works well in all domains, it does show that there exists more than one domain where this is a useful approach. 
Learner Bias
For building the defect predictors in this study, we elected to use Simple Logistic, Naive Bayes, Expectation Maximization, Support Vector Machine. We chose these learners because past studies shows that, for defect prediction tasks, these four learners represents four diferent levels of performance among a bunch of diferent learners [3, 21] . Thus they are selected as the state-of-the-art learns to be compared with FFTs on the defect prediction data. While for Table 9 ), K-Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree, Random Forest and Logistic Regression are used to compare against FFTs, because a recent work has summarized all the best learners that were applied on the issue lifetime data.
Evaluation Bias
This paper uses two performance measures, i.e., P opt and dist2heaven as deined in Equation 4 and 3. Other quality measures often used in software engineering to quantify the efectiveness of prediction [29, 47, 51] . A comprehensive analysis using these measures may be performed with our replication package. Additionally, other measures can easily be added to extend this replication package.
Order Bias
For the performance evaluation part, the order that the data trained and predicted afects the results. For the defect prediction datasets, we deliberately choose an ordering that mimics how our software projects releases versions so, for those experiments, we would say that bias was a required and needed.
For the issue close time results of Table 9 , to mitigate this order bias, we ran our rig in a the 5-bin cross validation 10 times, randomly changing the order of the data each time.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has shown that a data mining algorithm call Fast-and-Frugal trees (FFTs) developed by psychological scientist is remarkably efective for creating actionable software analytics. Here łactionablež was deined as a combination of comprehensible and operational.
Measured in terms of comprehensibility, the FFT examples of Table 2 show that FFTs satisfy requirements raised by psychological scientists for łeasily understandable at an expert levelž; i.e., they comprise several short rules and those rules can be quickly applied (recall that each level of an FFT has an exit point which, if used, means humans can ignore the rest of the tree).
Despite their brevity, FFTs are remarkably efective: • Measured in terms of P opt , FFTs are much better than other standard algorithms (see Figure 3 ). • Measured in terms of distance to the łheavenž point of 100% recall and no false alarms, FFTs are either usually better than other standard algorithms used in software analytics (Random Forests, Naive Bayes, EM, Logistic Regression, and SVM). This result holds for at least two SE domains: defect prediction (see Figure 3 ) issue close time prediction (see Table 9 ). As to being operational, we found that if learning is restricted to just the attributes changed most often, then the behavior of other learning algorithms can vary, wildly (see Figure 5 ). The behaviour of FFTs, on the other hand, remain remarkable stable across that treatment.
From the above, our conclusions is two-fold:
(1) There is much the software analytics community could learn from psychological science. FFTs, based on psychological science principles, out-perform a wide range of learners in widespread use. (2) Proponents of complex methods should always baseline those methods against simpler alternatives. For example, FFTs could be used as a standard baseline learner against which other software analytics tools are compared.
FUTURE WORK
Numerous aspects of the above motivate deserve more attention.
More Data
This experiment with issue close time shows that FFTs are useful for more just defect prediction data. That said, for future work, it is important to test many other SE domains to learn when FFTs are useful. For example, at this time we are exploring text mining of StackOverlow data.
More Learners
The above experiments should be repeated, comparing FFTs against more learners. For example, at this time, we are comparing FFTs against deep learning for SE datasets. At this time, there is nothing as yet deinitive to report about those results.
More Algorithm Design
These results may have implications beyond SE. Indeed, it might be insightful to another ieldś machine learning. For the reader familiar with machine learning literature, we note that FFTs are a decisionlist rule-covering model. FFTs restrict the (a) number of conditions per rule to only one comparison and (b) the total number of rules is set to a small number (often often just d ∈ {3, 4, 5}). Other decision list approaches such as PRISM [10] , INDUCT [70] ,RIPPER [11] and RIPPLE-DOWN-RULES [20] produce far more complex models since they impose no such restriction. Perhaps the lesson of FFT is that PRISM,INDUCT,RIPPER, etc could be simpliied with a few simple restrictions on the models they learn. Also the success of FFT might be credited to its use on ensemble methods; i.e. train multiple times, then select the best. The comparison between FFTs and other ensemble methods like bagging and boosting [58] could be useful in future work.
Applications to Delta Debugging
There is a potential connection between the Figure 5 results and the delta debugging results of Zeller [74] . As shown above, we found that, sometimes focusing on the values that change most can sometimes, lead to better defect predictors (though, caveat empty or, sometimes it can actually make matters worseś see the large negative results in Figure 5 ). Note that this parallels Zeller's approach which he summarizes as łInitially, variable v1 was x1, thus variable v2 became x2, thus variable v3 became x3 ... and thus the program failedž. In future work, we will explore further applications of FFTs to delta debugging.
